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Abstract

We report on an effort to add annotation for discourse relations, discourse structure, and topic segmentation to a 

subset of the texts of the Tübingen Treebank of Written German (TüBa-D/Z), which will allow the study of discourse 

relations and discourse structure in the context of the other information currently present in the corpus (including  

syntax, referential annotation, and named entities). This paper motivates the design decisions taken in the context of 

existing  annotation  schemes  for  RST,  SDRT or  the  Penn  Discourse  Treebank,  provides  an  overview  over  the  

annotation scheme and presents the result of an agreement study. In the agreement study, we use the notion of inter-

adjudicator  agreement to  show  that  the  task  of  discourse  annotation,  while  challenging  in  principle,  can  be  

successfully solved when using appropriate heuristics.
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1. Introduction

Discourse  information  has  been  proven  useful  for  a 

number  of  tasks,  including  summarization  (Schilder, 

2002) and information extraction (Somasundaran et al., 

2009).  While  coreference  corpora  exist  for  many 

languages, and in large and very large sizes (frequently 

over  one  million  words),  the  annotation  of  discourse 

structure  and  discourse  relations  has  only  recently 

gained the interest of the community at large.

Many  of  the  existing  corpora  containing  discourse 

structure and/or discourse relations are tightly bound to 

existing discourse theories such as Rhetorical Structure 

Theory (RST, Mann & Thompson, 1988) or Segmented 

Discourse  Representation  Theory  (Asher,  1993),  or 

subscribe to a fundament of coherence relations while 

avoiding assumptions about discourse structure (Hobbs, 

1985; Wolf & Gibson, 2005).

While annotation guidelines for corpora such as the RST 

Discourse  Treebank  (Carlson  et  al.,  2003;  see  Stede 

2004, and  van der Vlieth et al., 2011 for German and 

Dutch corpora, respectively, following these guidelines), 

an  SDRT  corpus  (Hunter  et  al.,  2007),  or  the  Penn 

Discourse Treebank (PDTB, Prasad et al., 2007; see Al-

Saif & Markert, 2010 for an effort  towards an Arabic 

counterpart)  generally  agree  on  the  idea  of  discourse 

relations between discourse segments, they do differ in 

other important aspects: RST (in particular, Carlson & 

Marcu, 2001) and the SDRT guidelines of (Reese et al., 

2007)  start  from  elementary discourse  units (EDUs) 

that form the lowest level of a hierarchical structure; the 

PDTB's guidelines avoid the notion of discourse units, 

elementary  or  not,  by  asking  annotators  to  mark 

connective arguments which may, but do not have to, 

coincide with syntactic or larger units, and do not need 

to form a hierarchy.

In  terms of  the relation inventory,  the most important 

desideratum consists in reconciling descriptive adequacy 

for the linguistic phenomena involved with an inventory 

size that can still be annotated reliably. This problem is 

solved in different ways: The RST guidelines contain a 

coarse  level  of  16  relation  classes,  which  are  further 

specified  into  78  relations  which  are  organized  by 

nuclearity (where  mononuclear  relations  put  greater 

weight  on  one  of  the  units,  the  nucleus,  whereas 
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multinuclear  relations  connect  units  that  are  equally 

important); Reese et al's guidelines for SDRT annotation 

do  not  posit  any  larger  categories  among  their  14 

relations,  but  organize  them by a  distinction  between 

coordinating and subordinating relations (cf. Asher & 

Vieu,  2005;  this  distinction  vaguely  corresponds  to 

RST's notion of nuclearity), as well as by  veridicality 

(where a relation is veridical if the larger unit containing 

it cannot be asserted without also asserting the truth of 

the relation arguments). The PDTB, in contrast, contains 

30 relations which are organized into a taxonomy with 

16 relations at the middle level and 4 relatively coarse 

top-level classes (Temporal, Contingency, Comparison, 

Expansion).

For someone aiming to annotate a corpus with discourse 

structure,  the choice  is  not  easy:  The Penn Discourse 

Treebank carefully avoids  any strong commitments  to 

the ideas it uses as a backdrop (such as Webber 2004; 

Knott et al., 2001), treating the annotation more like a 

collection  of  examples  that  can  be  mined  to  verify 

aspects of the theory;  Al-Saif and Markert (2010),  for 

their  work  on  PDTB-style  annotation  of  Arabic 

discourse, found it necessary to drastically simplify the 

annotation scheme (from 30 to 12 relations) in order to 

yield a feasible scheme for their annotation of explicit 

discourse connectives.

Rhetorical  Structure  Theory,  the  most  mature  of  the 

models  for  an  annotation  scheme,  has  also  drawn  a 

commensurate  amount  of  (oftentimes  valid)  criticism: 

The most important one is that RST defines its relations 

in  terms  of  speaker  intentions,  which  yields  good 

descriptive adequacy (given an appropriate inventory of 

relations), but fares less well for cognitive plausibility 

(cf.  the  overview  of  critiques  in  Taboada  &  Mann, 

2006), with Sanders and Spooren (1999) claiming that 

RST lacks a separation between  intentions,  which are 

defined in terms of speaker and hearer, and their goals 

(as  is  customary  in  RST),  and  coherence  relations, 

which connect two propositions. In a similar vein, Stede 

(2008)  puts  forward  the  claim  that  RST's  notion  of 

nuclearity  encompasses  criteria  on  different  linguistic 

levels that are not always in agreement with each other.

Despite  SDRT's  focus  on  coherence  relations  and  its 

strong  theoretical  commitment  on  coherence  relations 

and their role in structuring the text, attempts to realize 

these principles  in a general  scheme for  the discourse 

annotation of  text  have been  few and far  in-between, 

with the unpublished corpus of Hunter et al (2007) being 

the most notable example.

Hierarchical  structuring of  discourse  is  a  well-

established  concept,  not  only  because  it  reflects  the 

principles  that  have  been  successful  in  structural 

accounts of syntax (see Polanyi & Scha, 1983; Grosz & 

Sidner,  1986,  or  Webber,  1991,  inter  alia),  but  also 

because  it  allows  us  to  formulate  well-formedness 

(coherence) constraints, as well as accessibility (Webber, 

1991) in terms of local configurations.

CONTIGENCY [28.8%]
Causal [20.5%]

(c)Result-Cause (5.9%)
(c)Result-Enable (4.7%)
(c)Result-Epistemic (0.4%)
(c)Result-Speechact (0.4%)
(s)Explanation-Cause (6.6%)
(s)Explanation-Enable (1.2%)
(s)Explantion-Epistemic (1.1%)
(s)Explanation-Speechact (0.6%)

Conditional [3.0%]
(c)Consequence (2.1%)
(c)Alternation (0.5%)
(c)Condition (0.5%)

Denial [5.6%]
(c)ConcessionC (4.0%)
(s)Concession (2.0%)
(s)Anti-Explanation (0.5%)

EXPANSION [43.6%]
Elaboration [23.6%]

(s)Restatement (10.9%)
(s)Instance (3.4%)
(s)InstanceV (1.0%)
(s)Background (9.1%)

Interpretation [4.2%]
(s)Summary (1.0%)
(s)Commentary (3.3%)

         Continuation [6.8%]
                 (c)Continuation (6.4%)

TEMPORAL [14.35%]
(c)Narration (9.3%)
(s)Precondition (2.4%)

COMPARISON [11,.%]
(c)Parallel (3.3%)
(c)ParallelV (1.1%)
(c)Contrast (7.0%)

REPORTING [9.5%]
(s)Attribution (4.2%)
(s)Source (6.0%)

Table 1: Taxonomy of discourse relations with corpus frequencies
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While  such  a  tree  structure  is  classically  motivated 

through  intentional  notions  (the  discourse  segment  

purposes of  Grosz  &  Sidner,  1986),  the  notion  of 

question under discussion has been used in information 

structure  to  explain  intonational  focus  in  terms  of  (a 

hierarchy of) question under discussion (van Kuppevelt, 

1995; Roberts, 1996; Büring 2003; also Polanyi et al., 

2003  for  a  related  proposal).  It  also  allows  to  couch 

well-formedness  in  terms  of  valid  sub-questions  (for 

subordination) or being (non-exhaustive)  answers  to a 

common question (for coordination; cf. Txurruka, 2003).

Hence,  we  have,  in  addition  to  object-level  relations 

(part-of, causality), an additional level of relations such 

as  Contrast which  are  explainable  in  terms  of 

information-structural notions, and which yet fulfill the 

intuition (made explicit  by Roberts,  1996) that  at  any 

given point in discourse, interlocutors have a common 

notion of the discourse structure. This level is distinct 

from  the  upper-level  structure  that  is  the  result  of 

conscious structuring of the writer (possibly following 

genre-specific rules). As an example, some of the very 

general  RST  relations  such  as  Motivation or 

Preparation are  only  explainable  in  terms  of  writer 

intentions and conscious text structuring, which may or 

may not be transparent to the average recipient.

Our  own  annotation  scheme  reflects  van  Kuppevelt's 

and  Roberts'  intuitions  about  a  shared  structure  in 

discourse: We found it important to keep a backbone of 

explicit  hierarchical  structure,  as  in  RST's  annotation 

scheme, but also to avoid vague relations between large 

text  segments,  which  are  often  genre-specific  or  the 

(sometimes  idiosyncratic)  result  of  intentional  text 

structuring by the author. The PDTB successfully uses 

the metaphor of implicit connectives to limit discourse 

relations  to  connective-argument-sized  pieces;  in  our 

case,  we  reconcile  an  explicit  notion  of  (shallow) 

hierarchy  with  a  focus  on  coherence  relations  by 

dividing  the  text  into  topically  coherent  stretches  (as 

discussed, e.g.,  by Hearst,  1997), which we call  topic 

segments, and annotate hierarchical discourse structure 

(using SDRT's notion of co- and subordinating discourse 

relations) inside these topic segments.

In the following text, section 2 gives more details on the 

corpus and on the annotation scheme, whereas section 3 

presents an experiment to establish the reliability of our 

scheme  using  an  inter-annotator  agreement  study. 

Section 4 presents and summarizes our findings.

2. Corpus and Annotation Scheme

As a textual basis for the corpus, we selected newspaper 

articles  from  the  syntactically  and  referentially 

annotated  TüBa-D/Z corpus  (Telljohann  et  al.,  2009), 

with the current version totalling 919 sentences in  31 

articles,  or  about  29.6  sentences/article  (against  20.6 

sentences/article on average in the complete TüBa-D/Z, 

which also includes very brief newswire-style reports), 

and altogether  1159 discourse  relations and 103 topic 

segments (or about 9 sentences per topic segment).

The relation inventory, and the distribution of different 

relation types, is presented in Table 1. From the starting 

point  of  the  coordinating  and  subordinating  discourse 

relations  in  Reese  et  al.,  we  found  it  necessary  to 

introduce  finer  distinctions  in  some  places  to  ensure 

either  consistency  with  a  related  effort  on  annotating 

explicit  connectives  (adding  new  relations  such  as 

Result-enable which  corresponds  to  the  Weak-Result 

relation proposed by Bras et al.,  2006, for SDRT), but 

also the distinction between  Contrast and  Concession 

which is found in both the Penn Discourse Treebank and 

the  RST annotation  guidelines,  but  not  Reese  et  al.'s 

proposal.

The  resulting  28  relations  can  be  grouped  into  8 

medium-level  and  5  upper-level  relation  types  by 

considering properties such as  basic operation (causal 

vs. additive vs. temporal, with referential as a new group 

to account for elaborative relations) and  symmetry as 

proposed by Sanders et al (1992); the resulting higher-

level types of discourse relations have much in common 

with  the  top-level  taxonomic  categories  of  the  Penn 

Discourse Treebank with a small number of exceptions 

(the PDTB subsumes the non-symmetrical  Concession 

relation under the label Comparison whereas we follow 

Sanders et al. in assuming a causal source of coherence 

for Concession and an additive source of coherence for 

the symmetrical Contrast relation; Our Reporting group 

includes the Attribution and Source relations that Hunter 

et al. use in accounting for reported facts, whereas the 

Penn Discourse Treebank, unlike RST and SDRT, treats 

attribution  as  an  issue  that  is  orthogonal  to  discourse 

structure).
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The hierarchical  organization of relations according to 

basic operation does not differentiate between additional 

properties  such  as  coordination/subordination  or 

veridicality. Examples (1) and (2) serve to illustrate this 

distinction:1

(1) a) Private Unternehmen dürfen die Telefonbücher 

der Telekom-Tochter DeTeMedien nicht ohne 

deren Erlaubnis zur Herstellung einer 

Telefonauskunfts-CDs verwenden.

b) Die beklagten Unternehmen müssen den Vertrieb 

der Info-CDs sofort einstellen.

Result-Cause(1a,1b)

(2) a) Taxifahrer sind als Kolumnenthema eigentlich 

tabu,

b) weil sie als "weiche Angriffsziele" gelten.

Explanation-Cause(2a,2b)

When the situation specified in Arg1(1a) is interpreted 

as the cause of the situation specified in Arg2 (1b), the 

relation between those two arguments is labeled Result-

Cause. Both arguments are necessary for coherence, so 

they are coordinated.   The second example is  labeled 

Explanation-Cause,  because  the  situation  specified  in 

Arg1(2a)  is  interpreted  as  the  result  of  the  situation 

specified in Arg2 (2b). The situation in (2a) contains the 

main information while the situation in (2b) contributes 

background  information.  With  subordinating  relations, 

Arg2  ('further  information')  is  always  subordinated  to 

Arg1  ('main  information'),  independently  of  surface 

order, as you can see in the following two examples: 

(3) a) Zwei Ex-Mafiosi behaupten zudem,

b) von dem Mordauftrag Andreottis gewußt zu 

haben.

Attribution(3a,3b)

(4) a) Nach Angaben von Polizeipräsident Hagen 

Saberschinsky

b) haben Polizeibeamte einen ihrer Kollegen 

angezeigt.

Source(4b,4a)

In example (3) the main information is situated in Arg1: 

It is relevant for the coherence of the text to know that 

two  mobsters  testified  knowing  about  the  murder 

contract  of  Andreotti,  which  makes  them  important 

witnesses in the murder charges against Andreotti.

1TüBa-D/Z sentences 2563/2564, 7482/7483

Therefore Arg2 is subordinated to Arg1. In example (4) 

the main information, namely that police officers press 

charges against one of their colleagues, is given by (4b). 

Therefore, 4b is the Arg1 of a  Source relation, as it is 

more important to know about the complaint itself than 

to know where the information came from, and 4a is 

subordinated under 4b (cf. Hunter et al., 2007).

Table  1  contains  all  discourse  relations.  Numbers  in 

square brackets represent the distribution of the overall 

class. Numbers in parentheses represent the distribution 

of the single relation.

In  the table,  coordinating relations are marked with a 

small  'c'  in  front  of  the  relation  and  subordinating 

relations are marked with a small 's'.

3. An experiment on inter-annotator and 

inter-adjudicator agreement

For any annotation scheme that ventures into the domain 

of semantic and/or pragmatic distinctions, reliability is 

an issue that needs to be addressed explicitly in order to 

maintain  the  predictability  of  the  annotated  data  (or, 

equivalently, the predictive power of conclusions from 

that data).

Regarding the agreement on discourse relations, Marcu 

et  al.  (1999)  determined  κ  values  between  κ=0.54 

(Brown  corpus)  and  κ=0.62  (MUC)  for  fine-grained 

RST relations and between κ =0.59 (Brown) and κ =0.66 

(MUC) for coarser-grained relations. In their reliability 

study  with  the  Penn  Discourse  Treebank,  Prasad 

et al. (2008) determined agreement values between 80% 

(finest  level)  and  94% (coarsest  level  with  4  relation 

types), but did not report any chance-corrected values. 

Al-Saif and Markert (2010) report values of κ=0.57 for 

their  PDTB-inspired  connective  scheme,  saying  that 

most  disagreements  are  due  to  highly  ambiguous 

connectives  such  as  w/and,  which  can  receive  one of 

several relations. In a study on their Dutch RST corpus, 

van  der  Vlieth  et  al.  (2011)  found  an  inter-annotator 

agreement of  κ=0.57. To the best of our knowledge, no 

agreement  figures  have  been  published  on  the  RST-

based  Potsdam Commentary  Corpus  (Stede,  2004)  or 

any  other  German  corpus  with  discourse  relation 

annotation.

In  the  regular  annotation  process  of  our  corpus,  two 

annotators  create  EDU  segmentation,  topic  segments, 
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and discourse relations independently from each other; 

in a second step,  the results  from both annotators  are 

compared  and  a  coherent  gold-standard  annotation  is 

created after discussing the goodness-of-fit of respective 

partial  analyses  to  the  text  and  the  applicability  of 

linguistic  tests.  In  order  to  account  for  the  complete 

annotation  process  including  the  revision  step,  we 

follow  Burchardt  et  al.  (2006)  and  separately  report 

inter-annotator agreement, which is determined after the 

initial  annotation,  and  inter-adjudicator  agreement, 

which  is  determined  after  an  additional  adjudication 

step.  The  adjudication  step  is  carried  out  by  two 

adjudicators based on the original set of annotations, but 

is performed by each adjudicator independently from the 

other.

In  the  case  where  multiple  relations  were  annotated 

between the same EDU ranges (for example, a temporal 

Narration relation in addition to a Result-Cause relation 

from  the  Contingency  group),  we  counted  the 

annotations as matching whenever the complete set of 

relations (i.e. {Narration, Result-Cause} in the example) 

is the same across annotators.

In  a  sample  of  three documents  that  we used for  our 

agreement study, we found that annotators agreed on 49 

relations  spans,  with  the  comparison  yielding  an 

agreement value of  κ=0.55 for individual relations, and 

κ=0.65  for  the  middle  level  of  the  taxonomy  (eight 

relation types).

For the inter-adjudicator task, we found an agreement on 

82 relation spans, among which relation agreement was 

at  κ=0.83 for individual relations, and  κ=0.85 for the 

middle  level  of  the  taxonomy,  or  a  reduction  of 

disagreements of about 57%.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

In this article, we have presented the annotation scheme 

we use to annotate discourse relations of complete texts 

in a subset  of  the TüBa-D/Z corpus,  and reported the 

results of an agreement study using these guidelines and 

relation  inventory.  While  the  raw  inter-annotator 

agreement  is  on  a  similar  level  as  other  annotation 

efforts with a similar scope, we found that a subsequent 

adjudication  step  introduces  a  rather  substantial 

reduction  in  disagreements  (between  adjudicated 

versions  that  were  obtained  independently  of  each 

other),  which  suggests  that  a  large  part  of  the  (raw) 

disagreement is due to the sheer complexity of the task 

and should not be taken as indicating the infeasibility of 

discourse structure (and discourse relation) annotation in 

general.

The  public  availability  of  a  corpus  with  discourse 

relation  annotation  in  combination  with  the  syntactic 

and  referential  annotation  from  the  main  TüBa-D/Z 

corpus  will  also  allow  it  to  provide  an  empirical 

evaluation of theories concerning the interface between 

syntax and discourse, such as D-LTAG (Webber, 2004) 

or D-STAG (Danlos, 2009) as well as those that predict 

interactions between referential and discourse structure 

(Grosz  & Sidner  1986;  Cristea  et  al.,  1998;  Webber, 

1991; Chiarcos & Krasavina, 2005, inter alia).
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Abstract 

This paper uses a devil’s advocate position to highlight the benefits of metadata creation for linguistic resources. It provides an 

overview of the required metadata infrastructure and shows that this infrastructure is in the meantime developed by various projects 

and hence can be deployed by those working with linguistic resources and archiving. Possible caveats of metadata creation are 

mentioned starting with user requirements and backgrounds, contribution to academic merits of researchers and standardisation. 

These are answered with existing technologies and procedures, referring to the Component Metadata Infrastructure (CMDI). CMDI 

provides an infrastructure and methods for adapting metadata to the requirements of specific classes of resources, using central 

registries for data categories, and metadata schemas. These registries allow for the definition of metadata schemas per resource type 

while reusing groups of data categories also used by other schemas. In summary, rules of best practice for the creation of metadata are 

given.

Keywords: metadata, Component Metadata Infrastructure (CMDI), infrastructure, sustainable archives

1. Introduction
The creation of primary research data and its analysis is a 
large share of a researcher’s workload. In linguistics, 
research data comprises many different types: there are 
resources such as corpora, lexicons, and grammars; there 
are various kinds of experimental data resulting, for 
example, from perception and production studies with 
sensor data originating from eye-tracking and MRI 
(magnetic resonance imaging) devices. There is data in 
the form of speech recordings, written text, videotaped 
gestures, which, in part, is annotated or transcribed along 
many different layers; there is audio and video data of 
other forms of human-human communication such as 
cultural or religious songs or dances; and there is also a 
large variety of software tools for the manipulation, 
analysis and interpretation of all these types of data 
sources.
Once a study of research data yields statistically and 
scientifically significant results, it is documented and 
published, usually complementing a description of 
research methodology, interpretations of results, etc.,
with a depiction of the underlying research data. 
Reputable journals are archived so that its articles are 
deemed accessible for a long time. Access to articles is 
usually facilitated via Dublin Core (DC) metadata 

categories such as ”author”, “title”, “journal”, 
“publisher” or “publication year”. In general, however, 
there is no infrastructure in place to access the research 
data underlying a reported study, although some 
researchers make such data available via their webpage 
or institution, and some conferences or journals ask 
authors to supplement their article with primary data, 
which is then also made public. 1

2. Playing Devil’s Advocate

So far, it is not the 
general rule to describe research data with metadata for 
indexing or cataloguing by themselves or others. In part, 
this is due to caveats for the provision of metadata held 
by large parts of the scientific community. In this paper, 
the Devil’s Advocate (DA) will articulate some of these 
caveats. We will aim at rebutting each of them, given the 
recent advances for metadata management, in particular, 
in the area of linguistics. 

DA: There is little if any scientific merit to be gained 
from resource and metadata provision.
This is a view mentioned in a recent statement by the 
Wissenschaftsrat 2

                                                          
1 For example, Interspeech 2011 invited authors to submit 
supporting data files to be included on the Proceedings 
CD-ROM in case of paper acceptance.

which says that infrastructure does 

2 The German Wissenschaftsrat is a joined council of German 


